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Senior Manager Digital Transformation
SA Water

With a proven track record in IT project management and program 
management , Toby is responsible for leading and delivering SA Water's 
ambitious digital transformation program. Part of the senior leadership 
group, Toby leads change management and project deployment for digital 
transformation across SA Water's customer operations. Having already 
delivered significant business benefits both for customers and efficiencies 
at SA Water, Toby is fast-tracking SA Water's digital capability to deliver 
world class services for customers.
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- Owned by the South Australian 
Government

- We operate and maintain $13B worth 
of assets 

- We provide water and wastewater 
services to 1.7 million customers

- We are a source to tap business

- 20 years as SA Water but our history 
can be traced back over 150 years.
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- We have approx. 1500 employees

- We partner with external providers to 

help us deliver our services efficiently

- SA Water plays a critical role to 

enable a thriving state 

- More than just water
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Safe water Minimal

interruptions

Assurance of

price and

service stability

Water security Consistent,

high quality

water

Safe, reliable,

invisible sewer

services

Same quality

drinking water

for all

Support and

fairness

Protecting the

environment,

with the

community

Great

customer

service

Looking after

SA, with and

for the

community

The main outcomes that customers want us to deliver 

and their relative importance
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SA Water’s journey to a 
digital utility
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Expectations of a digital utility
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• Development and approval of technology/digital 

roadmaps 2016 – 2020

• Distributed technology leadership across the business 

Business & Customer led programs

• Establishing mode of delivery (agile, waterfall, hybrid)

Page 10
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The importance of co-design with our customers 

and employees
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Digital unlocking new 
services and ways of 
working



sawater.com.au

A customer centric website



Self-service and ebilling
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Service Interruption Notifications

Keeping our 

customers 

informed



Interactive water main 

replacement map
Interactive Fault Map



Changing the way we work
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Digital Field Force

Advanced 

scheduling

eMap

Shutoff Block App

Work Order App
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Transient/hydrophone (existing location)

Transient/hydrophone (new/modified location)
Overview of acoustic sensors from operational platform

Acoustic Transient
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3 WATER QUALITY

SENSORS 100 SMART

METERS

305 LEAKAGE

SENSORS

11 MASS FLOW

METERS

31PRESSURE

SENSORS
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Where to next for the industry?
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• Personalised and proactive customer experiences

• Smart meters

• AI/chat bots

• Omni-channel call centre

• Field Drone Application

• AR Enabled Safety

• Smart Maintenance

An industry driven by technology innovation
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Thank you
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Chief Operating Officer
Lightforce

Tarnia has 20 years’ experience across several industry sectors 
including defense, development assistance, wholesaling, 
manufacturing, professional services, renewable energy and retail -
from large publicly listed corporations to private businesses of 
varying sizes. Focusing on two key elements (people and processes) 
Tarnia works from the inside out to increase business capability, 
performance and innovation by building and leading teams, 
reviewing business processes and aligning the vision and values of 
the business to drive positive outcomes in customer experience, 
profit and team culture. 





We instil confidence 

in our customers to 

explore, after dark.
—



FROM
A traditional business that manufacturers and distributes 

products to automotive and hunting resellers and retailers.

TO
Technology first brand that enables its customers to select 

and master their environment via its range of products and 

services as a member of a wider group.

—



PROFIT NETWORK STRUCTURE PROCESS PRODUCT
PERFORM

PRODUCT
SYSTEM

SERVICE CHANNEL BRAND CUSTOMER
ENG

LIGHTFORCE 2017

PROFIT NETWORK STRUCTURE PROCESS PRODUCT
PERFORM

PRODUCT
SYSTEM

SERVICE CHANNEL BRAND CUSTOMER
ENG

LIGHTFORCE 2018



Manufacturer

Ability to control goods from manufacturer to customer by 
developing core business functions – Product Management, 
Research & Development, Manufacturing.  Work with Group 
engineering capability. 

B2B 
Distribution

Distribution & marketing of the Groups products in strategic 
geographic regions to sporting, outdoor, recreational, military 
and automotive markets

Digital 
Retailer

Lightforce is available via preferred distributors and direct to 
consumer (Branded House) online stores

STRUCTURE  

—



PROCESS  

—



PRODUCT PERFORMANCE  

—





PRODUCT SYSTEMS  

—



SERVICE

—



CHANNEL

—



BRAND

—

TRUSTED 

ON ALL 7 

CONTINENTS

—



BRANDING - GROUP PEDIGREE

—





THANK 

YOU

—
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Chief Executive Officer
TicketyView

Matt has experience in management and strategy across multiple 
industries; eventually establishing his own development and 
marketing agency, then adding a digital video production business to 
his interests, and more recently joining the VR/AR agency 
TicketyView, as their CEO. With the three business ventures running 
consecutively, Matt is exposed to innovation and application of 
technology in a vast array of business sectors.



Innovation in VR/AR
What to use, when to use it, when to let it go

Matt Hill - CEO
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Training
Applications
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Visitor
Experience
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Multi-site
Access 
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Retail
Applications
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Off-the-plan
Exploration
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CEO and Founder
Innovation Union

Jane is an Australian Innovation leader and is the CEO & Founder of Innovation 
Union, an Australian – helping organisations solve big problems through innovation 
tools and methods. An ex Adelaide technology consulting firm founder, she’s spent 
the last 6 years leading innovation across large scale entities such as IAG, UNSW, 
Kimberly Clarke and Qantas along with board advisory positions on two Australian 
start ups. A background in Technology and Business Consulting she’s seen the fast 
paced shift in roles and expertise corporates are now looking for from digital / 
technology experience. She’s disrupted herself with new job titles, role 
descriptions, new ways of working, language, outputs and governance 
models. Proving personal change is constant and uncomfortable but the only way 
to succeed.



WHERE DID ALL THE 
TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS
GO?



THEY TRANSFORMED 
THEMSELVES TO 
INNOVATION SPRINTS!



WHERE DID ALL THE 
PROJECT MANAGER’S
GO?



THEY TRANSFORMED 
THEMSELVES INTO 
INNOVATION LEADERS!



✓ FAST PACED IMMERSIVE 
ENVIRONMENT 

✓ 10 to 12 WEEKS OF FULL TIME 
COMMITMENT

✓ OUTCOMES VALUE FOCUSED 
ONLY (remove clutter)

INNOVATION SPRINTS



× NO PROJECT MANAGER
✓ INNOVATION LEADER

✓ REQUIRE ENORMOUS 
DISCIPLINE AND RIGOR (by all)

✓ KNOW WHAT ADDS VALUE & 
WHAT IS OVERHEAD

INNOVATION SPRINTS



TOTAL RELIANCE ON ‘SMART’ 
INDIVIDUALS WITH THE RIGHT 
FIT FOR SQUAD

WHY?

INNOVATION SPRINTS





WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

✓ ADMIN COLLATERAL= YOU ARE 
SHOT DOWN

✓ HOLD A MEETING & WASTE 
PEOPLE’S TIME FOR YOUR 
DECISION MAKING =  YOU ARE 
SHOT DOWN

INNOVATION SPRINTS



WHAT DOES THIS MEAN….

✓ IF YOUR ROLE REQUIRES YOU TO 
MAKE DECISIONS, MAKE THEM!

✓ DO NOT ASK FOR CONSENSUS, 
YOUR ROLE HAS PERMISSION

INNOVATION SPRINTS



THE PROJECT TEAM  
TRANSFORMATION



CORE SQUAD

HIGH PREFORMING / SELF 
ORGANISING

• Know the Sprint’s outcomes
• Know what needs to be done
• Know what DOES NOT need to 

be done
• Know who’s best to do what
• Works to the squads flow & 

speed

• No detailed role descriptions
• No Gantt charts / project mgmt

INNOVATION SPRINT 
LEADER / SCRUM MASTER

COMMERCIAL 
ANALYST

PRODUCT 
OWNER

PRODUCT 
DESIGNER

TECHNICAL 
ARCHITECT / ANALYST

EXPERIENCE 
DESIGNER

ETHNOGRAPHIC 
RESEARCHER

SERVICE
DESIGNER

INNOVATION
CORE SQUAD

INNOVATION SPRINT 



CORE SQUAD

HIGH PREFORMING / SELF 
ORGANISING

• Daily Standups
• Issues raided then & there OR 

taken off line & solved quickly
• No Status Reporting (you 

attend the showcases if you 
need to know) 

• No documentation UNLESS it 
adds value to the outcome

• Fortnightly Showcases (your 
responsibility to attend)

SPRINT 
SPONSOR

COMMERCIAL 
ANALYST

PRODUCT 
OWNER

TECH 
DEVELOPER

TECHNICAL
ANALYST

EXPERIENCE 
DESIGNER

ETHNOGRAPHIC 
RESEARCHER

SERVICE
DESIGNER

INNOVATION
CORE SQUAD

INNOVATION SPRINT 



INFLUENCER COHORT
Meets every 2 weeks
Approves & funds the initiative 
Provides strategic direction & executive sponsorship
Active participation, oversight & corporate reporting
Cultural change agents
Unblocks issues to allow the squad to move forward quickly

CORE SQUAD
Meets daily / on demand
100% commitment 
Does the work (the Innovation Sprint)
Engages with influencers & supporters
Play back findings, research & observation
Encourages news ways of working
Enquiring and curious / showcases the what, why & how

SUPPORTERS
Attends showcases & ad hoc meets
Provides support and info to Core Squad (research, insights etc.)
Shares the initiative with their fellow teams
Encourages news ways of working, adopting new methods
Enquiring and curious 

CORE SQUAD 
(the doers)

SUPPORTERS
INFLUENCER 

COHORT

GOVERNANCE & CADENCE 
(example only)



PRODUCT 
OWNER

STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT
Flip the conversation

STAKEHOLDER

Stakeholder’s 
responsibility to seek 

out the info they need to 
know.  If their decisions 

are not effected by the 
initiative, DON’T waste 

the squad’s time.



MANAGING THE WORK  
TRANSFORMATION



VALIDATE & TEST APPROACH (repeatable)

FRAME DISCOVER

SYNTHESIS

IDEATE

EXPERIMENT

DELIVER

Set objective and 

align on strategic 

direction.

Explore customer 

needs, current state 

and business 

context.

Define set of 

insights and 

themes to drive 

change. Co-create concepts 

& develop lean 

canvases.

Define future state 

experience journey, 

prototype and test.

Prioritise set of 

initiatives aligned 

to roadmap.

KICK-OFF

OPPORTUNITIES

PLAYBACK

INSIGHTS

SHOWCASE

PROTOTYPE

SHOWCASE

FINAL

PITCH

Discovery

Loop

Feedback

Loop

Testing

Loop

VALIDATE DESIGN



Who are we designing for and 
what is their desirability for 

the problem to be solved

Undercovering their 
motivators, needs, 

wants & paint points

Can we understand and 
empathise with their 

problem/s and need for a 
solution in context?

What are the constraints 
that need to be overcome 

(technical, regulatory, 
legislative etc)?

Is there emerging 
technology we should be 

looking to solve this 
problem?

Can we build for scale 
and growth? 

What is the size of the 
opportunity?

Does the potential 
solution/s provide a 

compelling benefit to the 
business?

How do we measure 
success?

THE ‘DVF’
STREAMS

DESIRABILITY

FEASIBILITYVIABILITY



SPRINT 
ARTIFACTS (examples)



















WANT TO KNOW 
MORE? 
Jane Brabham
+61 412 385490
jane@innovationunion.com.au
Level 32/1 Market Street
Sydney NSW 2000

INNOVATION
UNION



We’ll connect again next year, 2019
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